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Powercraft
Windscreen Covers
Transparent windows or windscreens installed onboard Powercrafts or Yachts
are a great idea! They let in light; and offer vision and ventilation. However,
where there are positives, there are also negatives. The flip side of transparent
windows is the amount of heat and light they can let in. On one hand letting
light in through a window is a good thing, on the other hand….. Hot bright
sunlight passing through an unprotected window can damage furnishings
and heat up the interior of your vessel, possibly to an uncomfortable level
(especially on those vessels kept in hot climates). Furthermore, the shape and
design of windscreens and windows on Powercrafts, Motor Cruisers and Motor
Yachts do sometimes make it quite difficult to manufacture protective interior
curtains and blinds.

Windscreen and Window Covers can be tailor-made to the exact external profile of the
windscreen or window. Generally manufactured from U.V. stable acrylic canvas, the
windscreen or window cover is normally secured to the super structure with traditional
press-stud style fixings. Not only do these covers help keep the interior cooler, they also
protect your furnishings, windscreen glass and surrounding frame from harmful UV light.
Improved privacy is a further added benefit when using external Windscreen and
Window Covers.
Here at C&J we are constantly improving our products and sourcing new materials,
fabrics and fastenings. As an option Windscreen and Window Covers are now available in
a UV stable mesh fabric. Obtainable in a limited colour range, this fabric filters out a high
proportion of UV light, but allows some vision through from the inside of your vessel.
Other methods of fastening the cover to your vessel are also available. In our opinion, the
low profile Perfix® fasteners are an ideal alternative to press-studs for this application.

As with all manufactured products the C&J Windscreen and Window Covers are
guaranteed for 12 months against defective workmanship and/or materials.
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